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Abstract—This paper presents an ARTMAP-incorporated
multi-agent system (MAS) for building heat management, which
aims to maintain the desired space temperature defined by the
building occupants (thermal comfort management) and improve
energy efficiency by intelligently controlling the energy flow and
usage in the building (building energy control). Existing MAS
typically uses rule-based approaches to describe the behaviours
and the processes of its agents, and the rules are fixed. The
incorporation of artificial neural network (ANN) techniques to
the agents can provide for the required online learning and
adaptation capabilities. A three-layer MAS is proposed for
building heat management and ARTMAP is incorporated into
the agents so as to the facilitate online learning and adapta-
tion capabilities. Simulation results demonstrate that ARTMAP-
incorporated MAS provides better (automated) energy control
and thermal comfort management for a building environment in
comparison to its existing rule-based MAS approach.

Index Terms—Building Management System, Intelligent En-
ergy Management System, Multi-Agent System, Neural Network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy demand on space heating in the UK accounts for
approximately 50% of the total energy demand from building
environment. Saving a fraction of the energy used for space
heating will make a significant difference on reducing fossil
fuel consumption, securing energy supply and combating
greenhouse gas emissions.

There are many different ways to reduce energy consump-
tion for space heating in a building environment, for example
through both technology innovation and behaviour change.
Technology innovation, such as intelligent energy management
system (IEMS), will improve energy efficiency by reducing
energy waste and facilitating behaviour change. ”Intelligence”
of an IEMS allows for the prediction of energy usage and this
predictive information can help IEMS achieve these objectives.

Comfort standards in a building environment are generally
determined by three fundamental factors: thermal (tempera-
ture) comfort, visual (lighting) comfort and indoor air quality.
Among these three factors, thermal comfort has the number
one impact on energy consumption. In this paper, we will only
address the thermal comfort.

Nowadays, building infrastructure are improved to help
promote energy saving, but inefficient energy management
of its heating system may lead to unnecessary waste. In a
commercial building environment in winter, such as in the
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UK, room temperatures are generally kept at a comfort level
of approximately 22oC, whether they are occupied or not,
and very often the windows are open because some of the
occupants may feel hot. This results in unnecessary energy
waste. IEMS can help address this issue by:

1) addressing the unnecessary heating of rooms without
occupation,

2) profiling the movements of its occupier, and
3) adapting the comfort standard to the occupants prefer-

ences and movements.
Because of the thermal resistivity of a building, these three
steps are closely related to each other.

Furthermore, energy saving and thermal comfort satisfaction
are often in conflict to each other. For example, high thermal
comfort satisfaction generally results in high energy con-
sumption (low energy saving). Therefore, in order to reduce
energy consumption for space heating, satisfaction of occupant
thermal comfort may have to be compromised, by reducing
the comfort level down to a point where the occupier begin to
recognise the difference.

One approach that can provide for this compromise is to
introduce an intelligent energy management system (IEMS) for
the building heat management. The IEMS will be capable of
predicting and profiling energy usage of the building according
to, both:

1) the minimisation of the energy consumption and energy
cost, and

2) the maintenance of the thermal comfort at an acceptable
level.

This is a multi-objective control optimisation problem, partic-
ularly for large buildings like hotels, office buildings, public
and commercial building environment.

This paper presents an IEMS that can provide for the
building energy control and thermal comfort management to
meet the objectives of achieving energy saving and thermal
comfort satisfaction. The paper is divided into six sections.
Section II overviews the existing techniques used for building
energy control and thermal comfort management. Section III
describes the proposed techniques. Section IV introduces the
case study used to test the proposed technique, and Sec. V
presents the results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BUILDING ENERGY CONTROL AND THERMAL
COMFORT MANAGEMENT

Different approaches have been proposed to minimise en-
ergy consumption and energy cost, and at the same time to
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achieve an acceptable thermal comfort in a building envi-
ronment. Energy control and thermal comfort management
in a building environment (or BEC-TCM) is a time-variant
dynamic system with both logic on/off states and continuous
(real number) states. Dounis [1] classified energy control and
thermal comfort management as to either use conventional
controllers (such as PID controller and adaptive controller),
computational intelligence techniques (such as ANN, genetic
algorithms, fuzzy logic, and their combinations), and/or multi-
agent system (MAS).

The requirement for a comprehensive mathematical model
has limited the application of conventional control systems;
therefore the use of computational intelligence techniques
and MAS-approaches have gained interest in the last decade.
Furthermore, the energy control and thermal comfort manage-
ment processing uses both logic control and continuous states
(process) with partial differential equations or differential
equations; which, can be addressed using the computational
intelligence techniques and MAS-approaches. Below are some
examples of BEC-TCM that uses these approaches.

A. Fuzzy-based Thermal Comfort Management

Thermal comfort is referred to as the state of mind that
expresses satisfaction with the temperature in a building en-
vironment. The definition of thermal comfort depends on the
psycho-synthesis of the occupants in a building environment,
and fundamentally is a fuzzy concept, which differs from
people to people and depends on the type of activities they
are engaged in [1], [3]. Because of this, fuzzy logic (human
approximate classification and reasoning) have found broad
applications in both logic (on/off) states and continuous state
(process) control in building environment [1] - [5].

B. ANN-based Thermal Comfort Management

Liang [6] developed a thermal comfort controller for build-
ing environment based ANN. In the thermal comfort controller,
predictive mean vote (PMV) [7], [8] is adopted as the control
objective. Liang has developed a back-propagation based ANN
that is used for the PMV calculation. Simulation demonstrated
that the thermal comfort controller can maintain the thermal
comfort level within the desired range. However, due to the
slow convergence of back-propagation, the controller may
not be a feasible solution for large building environment.
And furthermore, ANN based control algorithms usually use
offline adaption, which limits its capacity to adapt the comfort
standard to the occupants preferences in real time.

C. Neuro-fuzzy Thermal Comfort Management

Neuro-fuzzy systems combine ANN and fuzzy techniques.
The neuro-fuzzy control technique was developed by Yamaha
et. al. [9] to predict weather parameters and the number of
occupants in a building. This predictive information are then
used to profile the energy flow for the building in order to
minimise energy consumption and to maintain thermal comfort
at an acceptable level.

D. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) approach

A multi-agent system (MAS) consists of two or more
intelligent agents in an environment. Each agent has its own
functions or goals, and interacts with each other in a peer-
to-peer (decentralised or distributive) manner so as to achieve
its goals or objectives. Multi-agent systems are particularly
favoured by researchers in building energy control and thermal
comfort management because of their distinctive advantages,
including distributive or decentralised control, modular struc-
ture and openness, self-capacities, self-organisation and high-
level transparency. For example, each room in the building
will have its own individual room temperature and thermal
comfort control that is independent of the boiler control
system. Mutual agreement and decision making are achieved
through communication between the agents in the building.

It is better to use a group of distributed controllers (in-
telligent agents) rather than a single one. The number of the
distributed agents depends very much on the size and functions
of the building environment [11] - [16]. A large commercial
building may have hundreds even thousands of distributed
agents for the building energy control and thermal comfort
management.

MAS alone has a low level of on-line learning and adapta-
tion capabilities. Recently, incorporation of ANN and/or fuzzy
techniques into the agent-based systems have been discussed
with the goal of improving online learning and adaptation
capabilities of MAS and other performance improvement, as
indicated in [14] - [16].

This paper incorporates ARTMAP, a supervised ANN, to
the MAS for building energy control and thermal comfort
management.

III. MARTMAP-MAS BUILDING ENERGY CONTROL &
THERMAL COMFORT MANAGEMENT

A. ARTMAP

ARTMAP or Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) MAP or
Predictive ART, developed by Carpenter et. al. [18], is a super-
vised artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm and inspired
by how human process memory. ARTMAP is able to learn new
information without necessarily forgetting previously learned
information [17], [18]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, ARTMAP
deals with the stability and plasticity issues by combining
two adaptive resonance theory (ART) networks, i.e. ART a
and ART b, which have the ability to establish memory (the
input-to-output correlation) within the networks. A memory
is created through the interconnection that transfers short
term memory (STM) to and from long term memory (LTM)
within each ART network [17], [18]. ARTMAP performs both
prediction and classification, and is an ideal tool for online
learning and adaptation of an agent.

As described in [17], [18], ARTMAP works by classifying
and categorising the inputs presented to the network (at ART
a) according to the desired categories (supervisory input) pre-
sented at ART b. During supervised learning, ART a receives
the inputs that needed to be classify, whilst ART b indicates
how the provided inputs should be classify. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, the two ARTs are linked by an associative memory.
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Fig. 1. ARTMAP structure. ARTMAP works by classifying and categorising
the inputs presented to the network at ART a according to the supervisory
inputs (desired categories) presented at ART b.

The associative memory consists of an associative map and
a controller called the map field that prevent proliferation of
categories established within the ART a network [18]. The
associative map does not directly associates inputs presented to
ART a and ART b, but instead creates the association between
the category activation produced by ART a and ART b given
its input values [18]. The map field uses a minimax learning
rule that automatically links predictive success (the category
activation produced by ART a) that matches the category
activation produced by ART b. The learning rule is executed
on a trial-by-trial basis, by increasing the vigilance parameter
of ART a (ρa) by the minimum amount needed to make the
corrective predictive error at ART b [18]. The smaller the
ρa value, the bigger the size of the category. This process is
called match tracking. Match tracking sacrifices generalisation
in order to ensure minimal predictive error [18].

If the predictive error persist, a new category is created
within ART a, which will correlates the new input patterns
presented to ART a to the input (category) information pre-
sented to ART b.

This architecture helps the ARTMAP learn new data without
forgetting its previously learnt information, as well as provid-
ing the ability to infer the adaptive output response for a given
system based on this newly acquired memory. After learning is
completed, no supervisory inputs are presented to ART b, and
ART a alone is responsible for providing the required output
response for the system [17], [18].

B. mARTMAP - The User-friendly ARTMAP
Like all ANN approaches, ARTMAP employs a similar

black-box mechanism to its input-to-output learning and map-
ping functionalities. When learning is instigated, the ARTMAP
will learn the input-to-output mapping of the desired outputs
for a given inputs presented at ART a and ART b respectively
by its supervisor. Because of this, we add an additional com-
ponent to the ARTMAP, called the Supervisor component (as
illustrated in Fig. 2) to allow for seamless interaction between
the ARTMAP and its users, in order to ensure transparency.
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Fig. 2. The modified ARTMAP (mARTMAP). mARTMAP allows for the
seamless interaction between the users of the intelligent energy management
system (IEMS) and the ARTMAP.

1) Supervisor: When the users present new supervisory
inputs to the ARTMAP1, the Supervisor takes in this in-
put information, presents this input to ART b (Fig. 2) and
instigates the learning of the new input-to-output mapping
for the ARTMAP (Learn = 1). The presented supervisory
input corresponds to the input information provided to ART
a. Supervisor will monitor the input and output provided
by the ARTMAP and indicate when to stop the learning
process (Learn = 0), to stop when the Supervisor detects
that ARTMAP has adapted its network with the new input-to-
output relations. This allows seamless adaptation (or learning)
of the network (for the ARTMAP) without any re-coding of
the infrastructure, as well as promoting transparency.

2) Variable ρ: Two different values of the vigilance param-
eter ρ is used. ρ = 0.9 is used when Learn = 1; and ρ = 0.75
otherwise.

Higher value of ρ allows the increase in specification
towards the most relevant output when the mARTMAP is
in its learning phase. Smaller value of ρ allows for greater
generalisation of the network towards the best match output,
when not in the learning phase.

C. MAS Structure

The proposed MAS is structured with three distinctive layers
(Fig. 3):

1) User Layer: User layer consists of User Agents. A
User Agent is designed to provide for the thermal comfort
management of a room with functions similar to the three
agents presented by Davidson et. al., 2000 [11]. The main
difference between our work and that presented by Davidson
et. al [12], is that each User Agent is incorporated with two
mARTMAPs rather than the three separate agents. The two
mARTMAPs are used (each) (i) to control how much heat is
to be provided to the room, and (ii) to learn the users’ thermal
preferences based on the (current) environmental conditions
and users’ inputs and behaviours (Sec. IV-B2).

2) Mediatory Layer: Mediatory layer consists of a Me-
diator Agent that is responsible in decision aggregation and
configuration for the MAS (similar to that presented in Qiao
et. al. [14]).

3) Source Layer: Source layer consists of Source Agents. A
Source Agent is responsible for the building energy control by
managing how much energy is to be provided to the building

1The ARTMAP functionalities are provided by the Matlab codes produced
by A. Garrett [10].
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Fig. 3. The 3-layer multi-agent system for UCLan WestLakes SLB IEMS.

based on the demand information provided by the User Agents.
The Source Agent consists of three mARTMAPs: (i) to control
how much heat is provided to the building, (ii) to learn of the
overall building thermal preferences, and (iii) to learn of the
building heat demand, based on the (current) environmental
conditions and users’ inputs and behaviours described by the
User Agents.

D. Intelligent Heat Management System (IHMS)

As described in previous sections, building thermal comfort
management aims to increase efficiency of the heat manage-
ment system of the building, whilst maintaining the required
comfort preferences of the occupants. This is achieved by
creating an intelligent heat management system (IHMS) based
on ARTMAP-incorporated MAS approach. mARTMAPs are
incorporated to the User Agents and the Source Agents, so
as to, as previously indicated to (i) predict the heat demand
for the building, (ii) provide the required heat based on the
predicted demand, and (iii) learn and adapt its functionalities
seamlessly based on the new demand characteristics provided
by the occupants.

IV. EXPERIMENT: IHMS FOR UCLAN WESTLAKES SLB

A case study on UCLan WestLakes Samuel Lindow Build-
ing (SLB) [19] is used to test the capabilities and performance
of the IHMS incorporated with the mARTMAP-MAS, in com-
parison to its existing building management system (BMS).
For this purpose, a building environment simulation model of
SLB is created. SLB is a three storey building consisting of a
lecture theatre, offices, computer labs and an open space.

Since we are concentrating predominantly on the heat
management, the building simulation model (based on Matlab
thermal model [20]) describes for all rooms in the building:

1) the heat transfer from the hot water (heat source - water
is heated to a set temperature by the boilers) to the
radiator installed in the room,

2) from the radiator to the air in the room, and

3) the heat losses through the walls and windows due to
the temperature difference between the space in the room
and the outside environment.

In order to simplify the simulation model, it is assumed that
there is no heat transfer between the rooms. The building
environment simulation model is developed using MATLAB R©

and Simulink R©.

A. Modelling on SLB Existing BMS
The SLB existing BMS divides the building into three

zones. Each zone is assigned with a User Agent controlling the
temperature of the hot water flowing to its specific zone. The
three zones are: (i) the Lecture Theater and the back rooms
of the ground floor, (ii) the Business Incubation Unit (BIU)
that consists of a large open office space and three smaller
offices and (iii) the first and second floors. In our SLB’s
building simulation model, the zone temperature is the average
temperature of all the rooms in the particular zone2.

The User Agents are incorporated with a set of rules (rule-
based method) to ensure that the building is maintained within
the desired temperature. The rules are:

If ( zone temperature < desired temperature )
Then hot water temperature ≈ max (80oC);

Else hot water temperature is decreased and
maintained at the decreased temperature until
zone temperature = ( desired temperature - 2oC );

The hot water temperature to a zone is decreased by mixing
hot water from the boiler with the return water from the heaters
in the zone. The desired temperature of the zone are:

If ( during the weekdays )
Then desired temperature ≈ 23oC;

Else desired temperature ≈ 10oC;

The Source Agent states that:

If during the weekdays and between 02:00 to 21:00hr
Then boiler is switched on and
hot water temperature ≈ 80oC;

Else boiler is switched off and the water temperature
from the boiler is decreased accordingly;

There are no mediator layer in the existing BMS.

B. mARTMAP-MAS approach
Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed mARTMAP-MAS IHMS.
1) Mediator Agent: The Mediator Agent is responsible for

acknowledging, accepting and deleting of the User Agents and
Source Agents within the MAS.

As indicated in Section IV-A, there are three User Agents
and one Source Agent in the SLB’s MAS structure. Therefore,
the Mediator Agent will be responsible for acknowledging the
three User Agents and inform the Source Agent that there
are three zones (each indicated by its respective User Agent)
requiring heat. The Mediator Agent will also provide the
Source Agent with each User Agent’s room/zone heat demand
information and energy profile.

2In the actual building, there are only one temperature sensor per zone
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2) User Agent: The User Agent’s mARTMAPs aim to
maintain the desired temperature setting (previously defined
by the occupants) by correlating and categorising the inputs
presented to the mARTMAPs, and indicates if hot water
flow (heat source) is required by the room (mARTMAP1)
and the best effective desired temperature for the room
(mARTMAP23).

Inputs to the agent are:
1) Current date and time.
2) OT (t), OT (t − 1), OT (t − 2), OT (t − 3), OT (t − 4).

OT (t) is the current outdoor temperature. OT (t− x) is
the outdoor temperature at the previous x sample.

3) IT (t), IT (t− 1), IT (t− 2), IT (t− 3), IT (t− 4); IT (t)
is the current average zone temperature. IT (t − x) is
the average zone temperature at the previous x sample.
Average zone temperature is calculated by averaging the
measured temperature values of all rooms in the zone.

4) WI(t), WI(t − 1), WI(t − 2), WI(t − 3), WI(t − 4);
WI(t) is the current input water temperature for the
zone. Wi(t − x) is the input water temperature for the
zone at the previous x sample.

(1) - (3) are the inputs indicating for energy demand. (4) is
the input indicating the energy resource.

Outputs from the agent are:
1) mARTMAP1 - indicating the required hot water flow

(flow rate) to the zone; either ‘0’ for no hot water flow
or ‘1’ for full hot water flow (maximum flow rate) to
the zone (as illustrated in Fig. 4).

2) mARTMAP2 - the “learned” desired temperature setting
(for the zone).

The User Agent provides the output every fifteen minutes.
The above information is forwarded to the Source Agent to
indicate when to switch on/off the boilers in order to heat the
hot water to a desirable temperature.

• Online Learning & User Interface: The User Agent also
has the capability to accept and adapt its functionali-
ties to new users’ input, so as to allow the occupants
the ability to set their own desired temperature. When
Learn = 1, occupants forces the mARTMAP to learn
of the new desired temperature setting by presenting
the new desired temperature value(s). Learning stops
when mARTMAP has learned of this new temperature
setting (Learn switches from 1 to 0, when the desired
temperature presented by the mARTMAP equals to the
occupants new desired temperature, and is equal to the
room temperature).

3) Source Agent for Boiler Management: The Source Agent
uses the information provided by the User Agents to provide
for the best operation of the heat source (bioler). The Source
Agent is incorporated with its own mARTMAPs that allows
the agent to describe for its required functionalities.

The inputs to the agent are:
1) Current date and time.
2) OT (t), OT (t − 1), OT (t − 2), OT (t − 3), OT (t − 4);

OT is the outdoor temperature.

3Given the inputs provided to mARTMAP2, mARTMAP2 predicts for the
best desired temperature for the room.

User Agent 

Hot water from boiler 

Return water from building 

Flow controlled by mARTMAP1 

Immersed temperature sensor 

Room temperature sensor 

Fig. 4. User Agent responsible in providing for the thermal management for
a zone in the building. If flow rate = ‘1’, hot water from the boiler is allowed
to be distributed to the zone at the maximum flow rate; else (flow = ‘0’), no
hot water is flowing into the zone.

3) Iy(t), Iy(t−1), Iy(t−2), Iy(t−3), Iy(t−4); Iy is the
average zone y temperature. Average zone y temperature
is calculated by averaging the measured temperature
values of all rooms in the zone.

4) WO(t), WO(t− 1), WO(t− 2), WO(t− 3), WO(t− 4);
WO is the return water temperature from the building.

5) WI(t), WI(t − 1), WI(t − 2), WI(t − 3), WI(t − 4);
WI is the provided water temperature for the building

where, (t) is the current sampled value. (t−x) is the previous
x sampled value. (1) - (3) are the inputs indicating for energy
demand. (4) - (5) are the inputs indicating the energy resource.

When Learn = 1, users force the mARTMAP to learn of a
new hot water temperature setting for the bioler. When Learn
= 0, users are happy with the heat provided. When Learn = 1,
users set the hot water temperature for the boiler. When Learn
= 1, temperature should be set to ≈ 80oC when high heat
demand is required (for example, during the winter months),
and less if there is lesser heat demand.

During the learning periods, the mARTMAP takes in the
desired temperature setting from each User Agent and uses the
provided information to learn of the building’s heat demand.

The outputs are:
1) mARTMAP1 - ‘0’ = boiler is switched off or ‘1’ = boiler

is switched on (as illustrated in Fig. 5).
2) mARTMAP2 - the “learned” ideal hot water temperature

to be maintained (and bioled) by the bioler.
3) mARTMAP3 - The “learned” desired building tempera-

ture to be maintained.
Similar to the User Agents, the Source Agent provides its
outputs at every fifteen minutes.

Boiler	  

Source Agent 

Hot water from boiler 

Return water from building 

Cold water from main 

Switch controlled by mARTMAP1 

Immersed temperature sensor 

Fig. 5. Source Agent responsible for the bioler management.

V. RESULTS

The desired space temperature required for thermal comfort
management is ≈ 23oC during office hours (06:00-21:00
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Monday to Friday) and ≈ 10oC otherwise.
The existing rule-based BMS is compared to the

mARTMAP-MAS IHMS against the following functions:
1) Building energy control - to provide better boiler man-

agement for the building.
2) Thermal comfort management - to maintain the desired

space temperature.
Four sets of values are required for the comparison:
1) Actual temperature sensors and metering data.
2) Space temperature values produced by the simulated

SLB model, utilising the model of the existing BMS
(Sec. IV-A) and the use of the measured hot water
temperature values flowing to the three zones4.

3) Temperature sensors and metering data produced by the
simulated SLB model with the existing BMS and new
boiler controls described in Sec. IV-B3.

4) Temperature sensors and metering data produced by the
simulated SLB model with the mARTMAP-MAS IHMS.

Actual temperature sensors and metering data are taken from
5th March 2012 to 25th May 2012, omitting the data between
22nd March 2012 09:00 to 24th March 2012 22:25 because
no temperature (sensor) data were collected during these time.

Fig. 6 and 7 show that the SLB simulation model for
zone BIU and Ground Floor are able to produce similar zone
temperature values to that of the actual floor temperature
sensor reading5. This is due to the similarity in the distribution
of the temperature values produced by the SLB simulation
model (box plot6 label ‘2’) and that of the actual sensor
data (box plot label ‘1’ in the two figures). The Simulink R©

SLB’s building simulation model is therefore used to test the
capabilities of the proposed mARTMAP-MAS IHMS.

Fig. 7 shows that the existing BMS cannot provide an
efficient thermal comfort management for the Ground Floor.
This has resulted in the inability for the BMS to meet with
the required temperature setting of the floor.

Fig. 8 shows that the building simulation model for zone
First Floor is unable to capture the non-linear dynamics of the
thermal resistivity of this zone (box plot ‘2’ in the figure is
significantly different from box plot ‘1’). Thermal resistivity
has resulted in the slow heat loss from the zone to the outside
air. The figure also shows that existing BMS (box plot ‘1’)
is unable to incorporate the thermal resistivity of this zone
in its decision making process; whereby due to the slow heat
loss, heat should only be provided later than the other zones.
This has resulted in high number of times when the recorded
temperature of the zone is higher than what is desired.

A. Building Energy Control

Table I and Fig. 9 show how much heat (hot water tem-
perature) is provided by the Source Agent to help maintain
the thermal comfort level of the building, in comparison
to what was provided by the existing BMS. Table I and
Fig. 9 show that less heat is required by the building in

4This is to simulate the use of the existing boiler controllers.
5The temperature sensor reading is within ±1% of the actual temperature.
6More information on box plot can is described in [21] and Fig. 6
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Fig. 6. Temperature distribution for BIU zone. The box plot illustrating
the distribution of the temperature differences (in oC) between the recorded
average zone temperature and the desired zone temperature for the BIU
zone, which are calculated between 06:00 to 21:00 with (1) data taken from
the actual sensor values, (2) the simulated SLB model using the model of
the existing BMS (as described in Sec. IV-A) and the measured hot water
temperature values flowing to the zone, (3) the simulated SLB model using
the model of the existing BMS and new boiler controls (as described in Sec.
IV-B3), and (4) the simulated SLB model using the mARTMAP-MAS IHMS
for thermal comfort management and boiler controls.
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Fig. 7. Temperature distribution for Ground Floor zone. The box plot illus-
trating the distribution of the temperature differences between the recorded
average zone temperature and the desired zone temperature for the Ground
Floor zone, which are calculated between 06:00 to 21:00 with (1) data taken
from the actual sensor values, (2) the simulated SLB model using the model
of the existing BMS and the measured hot water temperature values, (3) the
simulated SLB model using the model of the existing BMS and new boiler
controls, and (4) the simulated SLB model using the mARTMAP-MAS IHMS
for thermal comfort management and boiler controls.

order to maintain the desired space temperature. Therefore,
by employing mARTMAP-MAS IHMS, large energy saving
can be achieved.
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Fig. 8. Temperature distribution for First Floor zone. The box plot illustrating
the distribution of the temperature differences (in oC) between the recorded
average zone temperature and the desired zone temperature for First Floor
zone, which are calculated between 06:00 to 21:00, with (1) data taken from
the actual sensor values, (2) the simulated SLB model using the model of the
existing BMS and the measured hot water temperature values flowing to the
zone, (3) the simulated SLB model using the model of the existing BMS and
new boiler controls, and (4) the simulated SLB model using the mARTMAP-
MAS IHMS for thermal comfort management and boiler controls.

TABLE I
COMPARING THE COST OF ENERGY USAGE BETWEEN THE EXISTING

BMS AND THE MARTMAP-MAS IHMS

Energy used (MWh) Cost (£)
Existing BMSa 55.0090 2007.00
Simulation of the existing BMS

27.0839 1132.70with new boiler controlsb

(sec. IV-B3)
mARTMAP-MAS IHMSc 25.5854 1085.80
mARTMAP-MAS IHMS saving against actual values 57.56%
mARTMAP-MAS IHMS saving against simulated values 4.14%
a The energy used by the building between 1st March to 25st May

2012. Information is estimated based on the information provided by
the energy provider e.on and the installed BMS.

b Box plot labelled ‘3’ in the Fig. 6 - 8.
c Box plot labelled ‘4’ in the Fig. 6 - 8.

B. Thermal Comfort Management

Fig. 6 - 8 and Table II show that the mARTMAP-MAS
IHMS can provide better heat distribution control in compar-
ison to the existing BMS. This is because there are (i) less
positive temperature differences between the zone temperature
and the desired temperature (Fig. 6 - 8) and (ii) smaller
temperature differences (small standard deviation or Std. Dev)
in comparison to the existing BMS (Table II). This is achieved
because the mARTMAP-MAS IHMS is able to predict the
heat demand of the zone. The predictive capability, along
with the two-way interaction between the User Agents and
the Source Agent, help ensure that the demand of heat is met
most efficiently.

VI. SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Results show that the mARTMAP-MAS IHMS can provide
better heat distribution control in comparison to the existing

TABLE II
COMPARING THE EFFECTIVENESS BETWEEN THE TWO DESCRIBED
METHODS IN PROVIDING THE THERMAL COMFORT MANAGEMENT.

Zone ID
(Recorded - Desired)a

Temperature (oC)
Mean Std. Dev

Ground

Actual GF -7.5251 1.0465

Floor

Simulated GF with
-7.0487 2.5940

(GF)

the existing BMS and
new boiler controlsb

Simulated GF with -6.8768 2.6238mARTMAP-MAS IHMSc

BIU

Actual BIU -1.2057 1.3174
Simulated BIU with

-1.1501 2.5744the existing BMS and
new boiler controlsb

Simulated BIU with -2.0121 2.3142mARTMAP-MAS IHMSc

First

Actual FF 1.5107 0.3282

Floor

Simulated FF with
-0.1716 2.1528

(FF)

the existing BMS and
new boiler controlsb

Simulated FF with 1.9370 0.4665mARTMAP-MAS IHMSc

a The temperature differences are calculated only during the
office hours (between the hours of 06:00 - 21:00)

b Box plot labelled ‘3’ in the Fig. 6 - 8.
c Box plot labelled ‘4’ in the Fig. 6 - 8.

BMS. This is because the mARTMAP not only provides
for the required heat distribution control and the new boiler
controls, but also has the ability to predict the heat demand.
This predictive capability, along with the appropriate and
coordinated interaction between the User Agents and the
Source Agent, help minimise any unnecessary heat waste or
the residual heat resulted from high room/zone temperature at
times of low heat demand.

This paper also proposes new improvements to the SLB’s
BMS so that efficient energy usage of the building and energy
saving can be achieved.
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